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13283 Weaver Supplies 1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *669 Crankgorilla 2012-07-08 A store in Ald-Velothi specialising in crossbow

13282 Vivec Weapons 1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *670 Crankgorilla 2012-07-12
A store in Vivec that stocks 31 custom weapons of
quality. This mod makes use of these resources. -

Schwaa's Custom Objects by Schwaa. -

13281 Vivec Chine Furnishings 1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *713 Crankgorilla 2012-09-23

Travel to Vivec, Foreign Quarter Upper Waistworks to
explore a variety of furniture imported from afar.

Overview A store that offers a selection of furniture
from Adele. Each uses the Dracus script which allows

easy placement in your home. Credits - Adele
Messenger Bouricius - Shannon - Khajiit...

13280 Two Birds Outdoor Bakery
v1.1

Stores
and

Merchants
Fliggerty *836 Crankgorilla 2013-04-22

This mod places a Baker in the foreign quarter of Vivec.
He sells pies, has some dialog and is there to make the

place look nicer. He is in an outside location on the
ground floor of the canton. Version 1.1 Update - Makes
the foods into slow leaching alchemy, at a decent price.

Stock up when pas...

13279 Suran Supplies 1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *613 Crankgorilla 2012-01-20

A custom store that specializes in exclusive potions.
Consider stopping to Barter at Suran Supplies next time

you visit the township. Features Games that require
heavy potion use will find this useful. Suran Supplies
location is descreet and made to be compatable with

any other mod running in ...

13278 Stuffed Creature Set
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *665 Revanstormer and
PaiThan 2012-06-25

Hello, In these .zip are 2 .esp files. V1 finished and
working V1.5 Not finished and not working. -> Hope

you will check this .esp too and offer us help. See both
read me. ----- Creature display set mod 1.0 initial stuffed
creature set 1.0 by Revanstormer and PaiThan stuffed

...

13277 Phijama’s Bow Resource
Merchant

Stores
and

Merchants
Fliggerty *444 Calislahn 2011-08-26

Phijama's Bow Resource Merchant by Calislahn This
adds a merchant to the Seyda Neen Lighthouse to sell
you Phijama's bows and arrows rather than the player
just being able to pick them up. Originaly made for my

own use as I wanted my character to bu...

13276 Pelagiad Provisions 1.52
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *1020 Crankgorilla 2014-03-27

A store in the Pelagiad main street offering an excellent
selection of high quality goods. Presented in a high

detail environment, armour, Weapons and various items
are for sale. Pelagiad Provisions 1.52 is designed to be
an enticing stop for equipment armour weapons and

items, a place you will...

13275 Pelagiad Provisions 1.41
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *721 Crankgorilla 2012-10-11

A store in Pelagiad that buys and sells armour and
weapons. On show are many items of custom content.
stats have a particular balance and formula that will
enhance combat. Various patrons of the store offer

special items for sale and general conversation.
Detailed environment. Subtle place...

13274 Pelagiad Provisions 1.3
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *306 Crankgorilla 2011-08-11

Pelagiad Provisions Version 1.3 By Crankgorilla
February 2011 Description: A store in Pelagiad stocking

a wide range of items and weapons. Cleaned with
Enchanted Editor Credits: (See Credits Folder for

README files) Version 1.41 available at the mirror link.

13273 Odd Imports
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *236 Deathstalker13 2011-08-08

Odd Imports ----------------adds--------------- new merchant
stand/cart to caldera. New Items including smoke

Bombs and trapped jewelery. ----------------Credits------------
-- Me, Deathstalker13, for the script. Bethesda for the

stock models and awesome game...

13272 Imported Oddities
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *204 Deathstalker13 2011-08-05

The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Imported Oddities
By Deathstalker13 (Undeadnoob@live.com) Date 1.

Description 2. Requirements 3. Installing the plug-in 4.
Playing the plug-in 5. Save games 6. Conflicts/Known

Errors 7. Credits/Permissions received...

13271 H.E.L.L.U.V.A. Merchant
Containers

Stores
and

Merchants
Fliggerty *244 Sandman101 2011-08-09

The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: H.E.L.L.U.V.A.
Merchant Containers Hugely Expanded Leveled Lists

Ultimate Version Addition Thanks to Dragon32...

13270 Glass Weapons For Ninjas
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *390 Tonal Architect 2011-08-18

GLASS Weapons FOR NINJAS Author: Tonal Architect
Date: 8/17/2011 Version: 1.0 Explanation GWFN adds a
merchant NPC named Ahj'sentio (male Argonian), who
sells Glass Katanas, Glass Ninjatos, and Glass Tantos.
Normally there are no Glass versions of such weapons

(in fact nin...

13269 Demolank's Shop Mod
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *329 Tonal Architect 2011-08-12

DEMOLANK'S SHOP MOD Author: Tonal Architect
Completion Date: 8/5/2011 Version: 1.0 Requires:

Morrowind Only Table of Contents 1. Intro 2.
Installation 3. Playing 4. Credits 5. Disclaimer Intro

Demolank's Shop ...

13268 Dark Leather Attire
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *397 Nightmirror 2011-08-23

This mod sets up the armor from Illy's Dark Sisterhood
mod as its own armor instead of replacing the Dark

Brotherhood armor with it. It's called Dark Leather now
and the sunglasses are called Shades. Everything is for

sale at a new shop set up in Sadrith Mora near the
slave pods. Also included fo...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

13267 Bridgewater Blacksmith 1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *396 Crankgorilla 2011-08-23

A place to stop in and shop in Ebonheart. Features
include Dreugh and Newtscale armour sets by Quorn

and a selection of shields by Georgius Septim. Look for
an new bridge off the main courtyard to find the

entrance. Cleaned with Enchanted Editor

13266 Ald-ruhn Expansion 1.62
Stores

and
Merchants

Fliggerty *455 Crankgorilla 2011-08-27 :

4142 Zetuleft's Dwemer Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10670 firedrakearchon 2006-07-12
Adds a shop to the Telvanni Plaza in Vivec. It is run by
two dwarves. They sell almost all items related to the
dwemer, but nothing unbalancing.     Currently needs

Book Rotate Changelog:added screenshots

4141 Zed 0531
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5068 Sting 2009-05-12

This mod adds a merchant in Balmora, right outside of
Meldor's Armor shop.  This isn't just any old merchant.

 This is Zed, a level 100 Dark Elf Nightblade.  Whenever
you go near him, you hear an evil chant and the

whispers of his countless victims. >:)

4140 Zab the Trader
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10738 Neroli, son 2006-08-11

Argonian trader, has a stall at the bottom of the steps in
Balmora, near the archways. Sells numerous items,

including his own extra powerful repair hammer and a
night-sight helmet & flight ring.  Some items may be a

bit of a cheat , but then you don't have to buy them
from him if you don't ...

4139 Your friendly bakery
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12468 Semihuman 2008-01-08

A new shop called "Your friendly bakery" has opened
near the entrance to the pelagiad castle.     You can bye
many delicious bread products including meat pie, rice
bread and cookies. There are also vegetable foods such

as vegetable wrap.     Enjoy the Ba...

4138 Xeranna's-Hall of Hands-Mage
companion Kendra compatible

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11459 estoneburner 2007-08-18

Moves Xeranna's magic shop (by Soul Thief) to avoid
conflict with Hall of Hands gambling mod (by GBTE3)
and Mage Companion Kendra mod (by Baratheon 79).

Moved the magic shop behind the manor house in
Gnaar Mok. I wanted to try to make the manor house

into a Hlaau style compound, like an upper cla...

4137 Xeranna's Magic Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10665 Soul Thief 2006-07-08
Xeranna's magic shop adds a store to Gnaar mok that
sells magical items and soul gems.   It sells weapons,

clothes and armor that can help people thoughout their
day. It's mainly a shop for enchanters though.

4135 World of Commerce
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3026 Chaos T. Fox 2009-05-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. -------------------

4131 Wildman's Unique Creeper
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11594 Wildman 2007-10-12

Replaces the creeper with a retextured version to make
him different than the other scamps. He wears better
clothes and has glow-mapped eyes.     3 different esp's

are included,  choose only ONE of them.     1. Purist
esp:   changes no sta...

4130 Wesk's Theif Shop Stop v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7340 Ral-Jiktar 2012-08-27

You know Wesk, and his little thief shop. Have you ever
visited? NO! well then you might as well take a peek in

Balmora and check his shop out. Any Thief would be
glad to see his pretty face and maybe he has a bit of

work for you.

4128 Weaver Supplies
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14511 Crankgorilla 2012-07-12

A store in Ald-Velothi specialising in crossbow
weaponry.     This mod makes use of these resources....
    - Adele's Furniture Conversion by Adele and Shannon

  - Don Salus Faces by Don Salus   - Nimrod's Shop
Signs by Nimrod

4127 Weapons Smith
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5315 FlyingFox 2009-05-12

This MOD is used to create your own weapons. Make
Iron, Steel, Ebony, Dwemer, and Glass weaponry. Find

the forge just down the street from Caius Cosades's
house in Balmora. Get the necessary ingredients,

choose your tool, choose your weapon, and you're done!
This MOD uses a m...

4125 WAS: Weapon Art Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6418 PK009 2010-03-13

Are you bored of your old Morrowind and tribunal
weapons?     Well, head to Dagon fel...A new store

awaits you...     New Artifacts, divided in Armors and
Weapons, the Arrow of the Apocalypse, the Tribunal

Glory, and much more!     Co...

4124 Warrior's Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4751 Breton187 2009-05-12
Warrior's Shop 1.0 Designed by Breton187

(master_chief187@hotmail.com) Installation ---------------
Just place in the Morrowind Data Files folder Features -

-------------- I just put a shop in the fighter's T...

4123 Warrior Shop 1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4736 Breton187 2009-05-12
Warrior's Shop 1.1 Designed by Breton187

(master_chief187@hotmail.com) Installation ---------------
Just place in the Morrowind Data Files folder Features -

-------------- I just put a shop in the fighter's T...

4121 warehouse10
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5047 sovetski 2009-05-12 Balmora Warehouse v1.0 by sovetski *******...
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4113 Vivec Outdoor Mall
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11660 Rougetet 2007-11-23

Version 2.0 completely reworked for FPS Management.
Those having version 1.0 should notice a significant
FPS availability increase with the 2.0 version now

available. Download BOTH the main archive file AND
the patch file. The patch file is to be applied AFTER you

have installed Vivec Outdoor Mal...

4111 Vivec Market 2.0 Who's There
Fix

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11443 Rougetet 2007-08-12

Vivec Market “Who’s There?” fix:     Fixes a problem
with Vivec Market 2.0 where the Refreshment Center

Trader can not see the PC and therefore will not
intitiate Dialogue with the PC giving the PC a "Who's

There" and "Goodbye".  This “bug” ...

4108 Vivec Weapons v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13754 Crankgorilla 2009-11-29

A store in Vivec that stocks 31 custom weapons of
quality.     This mod makes use of these resources.     -
Schwaa's Custom Objects by Schwaa.   - Weapon Pack

by Dongle.   - Egyptian Urns by Mystery05.   -
Blademaster by Fide...

4106 Vismals Weapons
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-823 Unknown 2009-04-06 Look twords the litehouse in seydaneen to find Vismal
the trader.

4105 Violet Femme Boutique v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-781 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Welcome to the Violet Femme Boutique v1.0 At long
last, my attempt to convert folk to the purple side of life
is finished. I didn't fit in everything I would've liked so

there will be addons from time to time as I come up
with new bits and pieces. The Boutique can be found

n...

4095 Vagashan's Armoury v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10858 Slartibartfast 2006-10-22

The mod adds an animated Dwemer Windmill to the
Molag Amur region, a short distance East of

Arkngthand (Dwemer Puzzle Box), stay on the road
heading east and before long you will see the windmill
on top of a hill. Inside you will meet Vagashan himself

who will sell you weapons including highly ef...

4092 Unenchanted Scrolls
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10907 Navolathaine 2006-12-02

Ever thought of making your own enchanted scrolls but
cant because when you try to enchant a scroll you find

it has the enchant rating of one or two?    To fix this
situation, an unenchanted scroll seller has set up her

stall in Suran, where you can buy a scroll with a highe...

4090 Uncle Sweetshare - Drug
Dealer

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-10933 Xeth-Ban 2006-12-19

4085 Traveling Merchants v2.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5804
modified cyran0

(original
GhanBuriGhan)

2011-10-06

...Now available with self-destruct! GhanBuriGhan's
Traveling Merchants introduced seven NPCs that

traveled scripted routes between towns, and added
much needed live to the roads of western Vvardenfell.

Traveling Merchants version 2.20 adds seven more
routes throughout Vvardenfell and ...

4084 Transaltillus Common Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10327 Bryss Phoenix,
Fliggerty 2006-01-05

A somewhat rebel group of mages, bent on their own
style of research, wanted to see if it was possible to try
and combine the schools of magic.  The idea stemmed
from noticing how some of the more common spells
didn't seem to always land squarely in one school or

another.  From this dis...

4083 Transaltillus Beast Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10609 Bryss Phoenix,
Fliggerty 2006-06-05

A somewhat rebel group of mages, bent on their own
style of research, wanted to see if it was possible to try
and combine the schools of magic.  The idea stemmed
from noticing how some of the more common spells
didn't seem to always land squarely in one school or

another.  From this dis...

4080 The White Heron v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12216 Lochnarus 2013-02-16

This plugin adds an NPC by the name of Xia who sells
some rare Oriental clothing, armor and weapons. 1
Chinese styled female longcoat in a red color with

designs 3 "skirt" type of female dresses that *ONLY* go
with the longcoat, also red/green with designs 1 set of

unis...

4079 The White Heron v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4752 Lochnarus 2009-05-12 The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: The White Heron
(1.0) by lochnarus lochnarus@yahoo.com Index: 1. In...

4077 The Ultimate Weapons Mod
v1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1792 Tsar_of_Cows 2009-04-06

I created this mod to try and add a varity of weapons to
Morrowind, mainly really cool ones!   I collected many

meshes, and took advise from people on the Elder
Scrolls forum, many of whom had suggestions for

weapons, and provided me with meshes for my efforts. I
thank them here and now...

4076 The Ultimate Weapons Mod
1.2 patch

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1880 Tsar_of_Cows 2009-04-06

I created this mod to try and add a varity of weapons to
Morrowind, mainly really cool ones!   I collected many

meshes, and took advise from people on the Elder
Scrolls forum, many of whom had suggestions for

weapons, and provided me with meshes for my efforts. I
thank them here and now...
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4075 The Ultimate Weapon Mod
v1.3 patch

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1921 Tsar_of_Cows 2009-04-06

The Ultimate weapons mod was to be a fun weapons
mod to make your gameing experience much more
enjoyable, it achieved this goal well, unfortunatly, I
released too early, due to pressure from the waiting
public, so it had a few bugs in it, I then released the

V1.2 patch that was supposed to fix it...

4074 The Ultimate Knight Shop
v1.1

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-7155 Orry aka The

Hand of God 2012-08-03

Lucius Vitallius once a great Imperial legion Captain
has retired. He was getting to old and didn't have the

strenght to go on... He gained much experience in
battle and is a brave knight but he also collected a lot of

stuff on his great journey's. But all those things giv...

4073 The Trading Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13272 Tshultze 2009-02-23

Name: The Trading Shop   Author: tshultze   Date:
02/15/09   Requirements: T&B     Installation: Install
into your data files folder, check the box, and play.    
Summary: This adds a building outside of Gnisis that

allow...

4072 The Trading Halls
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15261 bantari 2014-09-15

Bantari's Trading Halls. Adds a merchant for every type
of gear, item, or junk in Morrowind! Why sell something

vital and then winder where you put it? Now you can
always find what you've already sold. Each merchant

has plenty of gold to trade with.

4071 The Silk Dragon Shop v.1 for
Smoother Bodies

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1007 Xiamara 2009-04-06 =============         The Silk Dragon Shop v.1 for

Smoother Bodies                          By: Xiamara =====...

4070 The Savage Guar v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13257 Crankgorilla 2009-02-16

A tavern located inside the Balmora Guild of Fighters.
The Guar has many customers that all offer some kind
of service. Custom weapons, potions and spells are all
on offer. A quest is also included to get control of an

adjoining mine which has been renovated to be lived in.
Start the quest by tal...

4069 The Night Gallery - esp and
readme

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1032 Skullhunter 2009-04-06

This plugin adds a small shop just outside Caldera
catering to those with darker tastes. Available for

purchase are tapestries, rugs, beds and other
knicknacks, a selection of clothing, some specialty
enchanted furniture and miniature mannequins for
displaying armor or clothing. The proprietors a...

4067 The Mysterious Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13820 PK009 2010-01-21

It adds a merchant in the middle of Seyda Neen, who
sells   weapons and armor of strange quality...and price.

  Don´t try to atack him, or you will pay with blood.    
Each item of low price has lowered quality, it means

that   it can be ...

4066 The Merchants
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-554 Thorod Icefist 2009-04-06

Readme for Merchants v1.1 Unzip the file into your
Datafiles directory. This mod adds two shops to Vivec.

One in the Hlaalu Quarter and one in the Redoran
Underworks. They both have interesting new weapons.
I don't think there are any bug but feel free to contact

...

4065 The Lonely Scrib v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13116 Crankgorilla 2008-12-28

The Lonely Scrib is a store that caters to those with
decorative interests, as well as stocking a few custom

weapons. Set west of Vivec, the Scrib also boasts a
sleeping quarters with ample storage space.   Seek out
an Orc in the "No Name Tavern" in Vivec, Plaza district.

He will lead...

4056 The Broomstick Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6600 Chascoda 2010-11-07

Adds a shop to Balmora where you can buy enchanted
broomsticks.    I made this mod so you don't have to
find the witch in Seyda Neen in my previous mod,

Enchanted Broomsticks.   Both of these mods I made
were based off of Futility's mod, Flying Broomsticks.  I

highl...

4054 The Alchemist Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13406 Spirited Treasure 2009-05-11

Sick and tired of hunting for Exclusive and Quality
potions? Down to your last soul gem and no way to get
another without consoling it in? Well then!     Come to
the Alchemist Shop.     A simple shop in Pelagiad. The

heads of the females are textured by...

4052 TGD03 The Lizard's Head
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14350 DebiDalio 2011-08-01

Excerpt from Traveller's Guide to Dining by Iain
Traveller:     The Lizard's Head - (Rating: 1 Gold)     The
Lizard's Head, in the waistworks of the Telvanni canton

in Vivec, is frequented mostly by travelling Telvanni,
though one will occasionally run ac...

4051 TGD02 Ald'ruhn Council Club
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14023 DebiDalio 2010-07-19

Excerpt from Traveller's Guide to Dining by Iain
Traveller:     Ald'ruhn Council Club - (Rating: 1 Gold;

Bottle Award)     The Ald'ruhn Council Club, owned and
operated by Darvam Hlaren, is the local watering hole

in Ald'ruhn. This tavern is completely u...

4050 TGD01 The Rat in the Pot
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13951 DebiDalio 2010-05-14

Excerpt from Traveller's Guide to Dining by Iain
Traveller:     The Rat in the Pot, Ald'ruhn - (Rating: 1

Gold)     Lirielle Stoine is the proprietress of this public
house, which is a gathering place for local workmen,

commoners, and traders. It is also...
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4048 Tenience's Rare Items v2.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4759 The_Conjurer,
Tommy Khajiit 2009-05-12

Tenience's Rare Items is a plugin for The Elder Scrolls
III: Morrowind, and can only be played when

Morrowind is installed. Neither Tribunal or Bloodmoon
is required for this plugin. The plugin adds a shop to

the town of Pelagiad, called Tenience's Rare Items. In
the shop you'll f...

4047 Tenience's Rare Items v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12237 Tommy Khajiit,
The_Conjurer 2013-02-22

Tenience's Rare Items is a plugin for The Elder Scrolls
III: Morrowind, and can only be played when

Morrowind is installed. Nor Tribunal or Bloodmoon is
required for this plugin. The plugin adds a shop to the
town of Pelagiad, called Tenience's Rare Items. In the

shop yo...

4046 Tenience's Rare Items v1.11
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-2109 The_Conjurer,
Tommy Khajiit 2009-04-06

This plugin adds a shop to the town of Pelagiad, called
Tenience's Rare Items. In the shop you'll find a Breton
called Tenience selling all kinds of new unique items.

Buy the item(s) you like and have fun! Stealing is not an
option, the guards are very alert for thieves and will

throw ...

4041 Tel Branora Alchemist
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1641 RWH 2009-04-06

The mod is located in Tel Branora at the docks, There
are several new drinks & textures and a small quest to
find the Golden Pod Wine. STORY There is a very gifted

Alchemist living in Tel Branora now, but he and his
wife, a wonderful gardener did not start here.

Aletaennu and Alis...

4039 Taz's Wonderful World
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14010 Master Sam 2010-07-08

In my personal trading mod, Taz the Golden Saint and
Zed the Talking Guar have opened up a new store in
Molag Mar.     Taz's Wonderful World is located in

Molag Mar, in the Waistworks. Head straight-forward
and you'll see the door in front of the rock garden. Taz  

...

4038 tattoomod
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3913 Marc-Etienne
Desjardins 2009-05-12     The Elder Scrolls III           MORROWIND:        The

Tattoo Shop                *****...

4032 Suran Supplies v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6834 Crankgorilla 2012-01-19

A custom store in Suran that specializes in exclusive
potions and a selection of alchemy ingredients. Made
with the use of only standard meshes. The interior of
this store can be considered a resource. Features -
Extensive collection of exclusive potions. Fifty of ...

4031 Suran Supplies
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14421 Crankgorilla 2012-01-19

A  custom store in Suran that specializes in exclusive
potions and a selection of alchemy ingredients.     Made

with the use of only standard meshes. The interior of
this store can be considered a resource.     Features   -

Extensive colle...

4030 Suran Merchant Throwing
Weapons

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-6857 Brainspring 2012-03-09

This is a very simple mod which gives the trader in
suran, Ralds Oril, a restocking supply of glass throwing
stars and knives. No new models, quests, textures, or
any other fancy stuff. Alright maybe ONE enchanted

throwing knife, but that's it, ok?     I made this because
in ...

4029 Suran Magic Merchant v1.02
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3920 Rodrigo Ortiz 2009-05-12                              The Elder Scrolls III                        
�...

4025 Suran Archery Tradehouse
v3.0 [BETA]

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1188 Wizbang 2009-04-06

Suran Archery Tradehouse v3.0 A Plugin for the Elder
Scrolls III: Morrowind by WizBang ------------------- 1.

Installation 2. Mod Contents and Playing the Plugin 3.
What's New in version 3.0 4. Content from Previous

Versio...

4024 Suran Archery Tradehouse
v3.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-4774 Wizbang 2009-05-12

Suran Archery Tradehouse v3.0 A Plugin for the Elder
Scrolls III: Morrowind by WizBang ------------------- 1.

Installation 2. Mod Contents and Playing the Plugin 3.
What's New in version 3.0 4. Content from Previous

Versio...

4023 Suran Archery Tradehouse
v2.1

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1317 Wizbang 2009-04-06

Suran Archery Tradehouse v2.1 A Plugin for the Elder
Scrolls III: Morrowind by WizBang ------------------- 1.

Installation 2. Mod contents and playing the plugin 3.
What's New in version 2.0 - 2.1 4. Thanks

4022 Suran Archery Tradehouse
v2.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1300 Wizbang 2009-04-06

Suran Archery Tradehouse v2.0 A Plugin for the Elder
Scrolls III: Morrowind by WizBang ------------------- 1.

Installation 2. Mod contents and playing the plugin 3.
What's New in version 2.0 4. Thanks 1. I...

4021 Suran Archery Tradehouse
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1818 wizbang 2009-04-06 adds new bows and arrows to tradehouse in suran

4017 Starstone Outpost
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12742 Calislahn 2008-06-01

A new trade outpost has just opened in the West Gash
region, the Starstone Outpost was once a mining colony

that had been closed for some time until Turjan
Starstone inherited it and decided to renovate the
place.     At the outpost you will find the following

services:  ...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

4015 Star Boi's Epic Armory v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4729 Star Boi 2009-05-12
The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Star Boi's Epic
Armory by Star Boi **Note: Requires TRIBUNAL &

BLOODMOON expansion **...

4014 SoulMaster
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10184 oxinabox 2005-11-13

This is my first mod.  It adds a merchant, Theodor the
soul master, to the Balmora Mages Guild.  He sells all
the different soul gems (bar azures) and summoning
scrolls and gem feeder scrolls.  He also sells spells of
summoning, soultrap and a new spell know as far so...

4013 Soul Hunter
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5517 Unknown 2009-06-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

4011 SnakeBitten's Lair UPDATE
fix

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1734 SnakeBitten 2009-04-06

Update fix 04.06.04 Added the missing nifs...Lara crofts
hands nifs and firefly ul nifs...since I dont know which
specific ul nifs are missing I added em all.... To install,

unzip to data files folder

4010 SnakeBitten's Lair UPDATE
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1728 SnakeBitten 2009-04-06

NEW STUFF: I added my 4 previously released quivers
with the blue glow removed... Added Lara Croft and a
Glock gun.Two versions...One uses the Bow slot so you
can shoot with one hand and the other the crossbow

slot.......Added female version of boots to most armors
in the game...the lon...

4009 SnakeBitten's Lair Full
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-2234 SnakeBitten 2009-04-24

All right..Ive finally made a shop...Go to Ald Daedroth
and jump over the mountain behind it and you should

see the old familiar (to those who played the Zelda mod
before) Links hideout.....Across the water from there is
SnakeBittens Lair...I crammed ALOT of my mods into it

so I hope it doesnt sl...

4008 SnakeBitten's Lair - README
ONLY

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1520 SnakeBitten 2009-04-06

Thanks for giving this a go....Email or pM me with
problems....Im expecting one that I know of...Overunity
says it missing aTx_AlmIndoril_boots.tga . And its never
lied to me...So I want to know if its causing anyone to

crash..Ive searched high and low for whats missing this
texture and I ca...

4007 Snakebitten's Lair (Part 2 of
2)

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1518 SnakeBitten 2009-04-06

I've finally made a shop. Go to Ald Daedroth and jump
over the mountain behind it and you should see the old
familiar (to those who played the Zelda mod before):

Link's hideout. Across the water from there is
SnakeBitten's Lair. I crammed ALOT of my mods into it

so I hope it doesn't slow dow...

4006 Snakebitten's Lair (Part 1 of
2)

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1559 SnakeBitten 2009-04-06

I've finally made a shop. Go to Ald Daedroth and jump
over the mountain behind it and you should see the old
familiar (to those who played the Zelda mod before):

Link's hideout. Across the water from there is
SnakeBitten's Lair. I crammed ALOT of my mods into it

so I hope it doesn't slow dow...

4005 Smuggler Molly
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-492 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

4001 Sils Pottery v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3814 Silaria 2009-05-12

Just on the outskirts of Molag Mar lives a Dark Elf
content on living a life of relative solitude. Spending
most of his days indoors, he labors over his pottery
wheel, turning lumps of clay and shaping them into

magnificent works of art. Over the years he has
produced many incre...

4000 Sils Clothing Vendor v1.2
(Better Bodies)

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12220 Silaria 2013-02-21

Gabria Rumnalia has taken up a new overhang in the
town of Gnisis. With her inventory teeming with new
clothing, she is hoping that the public will enjoy her

tailoring as much as she had creating them! Her new
table is set up on the wooden platform as you run to the

mine. As per the t...

3999 Sil's Pottery
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13884 Silaria 2010-03-15

Just on the outskirts of Molag Mar lives a Dark Elf
content on living a life of relative solitude.  Spending
most of his days indoors, he labors over his pottery
wheel, turning lumps of clay and shaping them into

magnificent works of art. Over the years he has
produced many incredible urns, ...

3998 Sil's Clothing Vendor v 1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11800 Silaria 2012-11-09

Gabria Rumnalia has taken up a new overhang in the
town of Gnisis. With her inventory teeming with new
clothing, she is hoping that the public will enjoy her

tailoring as much as she had creating them! Her new
table is set up on the wooden platform as you run to the

mine. As per the ti...

3993 Shin-Splint's Shin Gaurd
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13496 Shin-Splint 2009-06-20

I have made this mod for fellow Beasties. It makes a
merchant just outside of Vivec's Silt Strider. Allowing a
Player to get Shin Gaurds, or modify more Exotic items
to the Shin, Allowing Beasts to have Boots. Changelog:

V 1.0 First Public Mod out.



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3992 Sheogorad Alchemist
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15209 Elric 2014-04-20

Sheogorad Alchemist, Jiron Hlervan comes to you from
just outside of Morrowind in Skyrim, a criminal with a

past. He is here now, living his life in quiet and solitude
on this small Island. He has a few plants, pets, and is a
master of alchemy. Jiron has around 31 new drinks to...

3988 Shakti's Temple Fences
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10359 Shakti 2006-01-19

A "fence" is somebody who buys questionable goods
without asking too many   questions, hehe.  This plug-in
adds a bunch of useful and convenient   fence NPCs to
the game, located right next to the recall points of each

  Tribunal Temple (where you go when you us...

3986 shadow hype
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-394 Shadow_Ejv 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

3985 SeydaWepShop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1753 Unknown 2009-04-06

3984 Seyda Supplies
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14472 Crankgorilla 2012-05-18

A new store in Seyda Neen specialising in alchemic
supplies. Many new items available for sale including
new potions, new clothing, new lights, books, armour
and various ingredients.     Overview   This mod is a
method to test new resources and work at balancing

id...

3980 Seyda Neen Pub
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12559 Honor01 2008-02-25

Adds a Small Imperial style pub in Seyda Neen. The pub
is a small, underground establishment meant as a base

for the Outlanders gang, who are trying to fight the
Commona Tong. Although, I can't do dialog, so none of

this is apparent. Check it out.

3974 Semtex Dress Fix
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-851 Semtex 2009-04-06

Model by Semtex. Actarus for the rest. Mod in beta
stage. --- Above is Actarus's original readme. Here is

what I have done. 1) Gave it a proper Morrowind
dependency so we can avoid the error from the

previous ...

3972 sadrith mora merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13842 inkog92 2010-02-14

I made this mod because I wanted a way of aquiring
soul gems without searching through toombs all day.
This mod adds a restocking merchant in Sadrith Mora

who can sell you all types of soul gems, and a fair
number of ingredients   and books. He does have high

merchantile and personality...

3968 Runescape Arms and Armor
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14423 Slaanesh the
Corruptor 2012-01-20

===   --Runescape Arms and Armor--   By Slaanesh the
Corruptor     ===   Table of Contents:   ===  

1)Description

3967 Ruby Inn
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14385 Crankgorilla 2011-10-25

Visit the Ruby Inn located in Vos. Restock on various
goods and enjoy a wine and dine experience in a  lively
environment  laced with seedy characters. A room has

been set aside for you. Talk to the barman for more
details. With over 200 pieces of dialog, rest assured,

you'll be enterta...

3962 rich npcs
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5020 Phoenix 2009-05-12
All service NPCs with a barter screen should now have
10x more money. If you spot an NPC that hasnt been

changed, email me at nexgen_x@hotmail.com. Thanks,
and enjoy the sellin'! :)

3961 Rich Mudcrab Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6832 PetarRaven 2012-01-13 It adds more gold and new services to Mudcrab
Merchant.

3954 Real Furniture v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14613 Andoreth 2013-04-13

Buy furniture that can be carried in your inventrory,
placed, shifted and picked up again. Over 400 peices of
furniture are available. If you have already downloaded

one of the real furniture betas, you only need to
download this file. Please clean out and remove the

beta before using ...

3953 Ralds fickle additions
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11082 pigtrifle 2007-02-22

This mod adds and expands the Balmora Guild of
mages/    1.   It adds a trader called Ralds, who sells

scrolls, and who really, you do NOT want to pick a fight
with.    2.   adds a dungeon to the Guild of Mages -

doesnt have much inside, except Rald...

3950 Ra'Virr and his Traders
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14410 Skyrimfan#1 2011-12-21

Ra'Virr has closed his shop down and opened up a new
dwarven one underground behind his house. He has

recruited 5 Khajjits and now they are all over
Vvardenfell. The Khajjits sell Dwemer weapons, armor,
artifacts, and satchel packs.     Where the Khajjits are:  

Ra'...

3947 Pyromancer
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13612 Midgetalien 2009-08-20
Another old mod of mine that i finally uploaded to PES.
    This mod adds a pyromaster to the large bedroom in
the ALd-Rhun mages guild offering many firey goods:    

  - fire balls from weak to master     - fire bracers of...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3945 Provincial Bath Shoppe
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12084 Korana 2012-12-19

This mod adds all the items you can dream up to add to
your Morrowind Bath rooms! The shop is located

nestled up against a corner of the castle in Pelagiad.
The shop keeper will offer you a catalog when you first
speak with her, please look at the catalog to see how I

have grouped some of the ite...

3943 Portable Daedric Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14494 Nethellus 2012-06-30

DESCRIPTION:     This mod allows you to summon a
daedric merchant to act as a source of gold and random

items. The statue required to do so can be picked up
but is very heavy so it would be impractical to carry it

around all of the time.     The gold and ...

3940 Perfume Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4728 I.G.D. 2009-05-12 Budynek obok œwi¹tynii w Balmorze. I.G.D.

3939 Pelagiad Provisions v1.3
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13735 Crankgorilla 2009-11-08

Competition is heating up in Pelagiad with Ahlondo
gearing up Pelagiad Provisions to provide more goods
and services than ever before.     Stocks include armor,
books, potions, furniture, clothing, decor and weapons.

    Cleaned with Enchanted Editor. &...

3938 Pelagiad Greenhouse v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13742 Crankgorilla 2009-11-14

This mod adds an Apothecary service to Pelagiad. It
features Bansai you can buy and place, and many

different types of herbs you can pick and sell to the
vendor. He also has some advice to give and rumors to

tell among other things. The location fits in well to
Pelagiad and suits the quiet rural ...

3936 Pelagiad Drapers v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13967 Crankgorilla 2010-06-03

A store in Pelagiad that sells curtains. These curtains
are able to be positioned so you can decorate your

home with them.     I am happy to say I have learned
how to make icons. This will open up a whole new

range of items I will be able to put in Morrowind. These
curtains a...

3935 Pelagiad Bookstore
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13150 Sildra 2009-01-09

Adds a bookstore to Pelagiad, which the player may
aquire and make a profit from.  Still currently

considered a BETA release. Changelog:v0.9.1 -- Inital
BETA release   v0.9.2 -- Corrected errors in the initial
quest to aquire the store, tightened dialouge filterin...

3930 Particle Weapons Merchant
Mod v1.6

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-376 Qwert 2009-04-06

This plug in adds a merchant named Lingarn and his
shop to the temple courtyard in mournhold who deals

exclusively with particle items mainly weapons. There's
over 45 new particle items now in existence in the

game

3907 Netch Armor Maker [IT] and
[EN]

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12571 Ex-D 2008-03-02

It adds a smith, Norusi Rarayn, in Ald'ruhn, next to
Braynas Hlervu's house. By talking to him, you'll find

that he can make netch armory for you, simply by
bringing him the right amount of netch skins.  

IMPORTANT UPDATE: I've also added the english
version, have fun ;) C...

3906 nemonsvvardenfellcooperation
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15469 Nemon 2016-05-07

Haven't you ever wondered WHERE Ra'virr or Arille got
their goods from? Do they just pop up in their inventory
every 24 hour? (Well okay, so they do) Then certainly

this mod is for you! It places a warehouse just southeast
of Ebonheart. Talk to Belamen Ner, join the Vv...

3904 Nalcarya Upgrade
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-354 CS 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

3897 Muddy'n'Creeper-Balmora
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14720 Archeopterix 2013-05-11 Moves Creeper and Mudcrab Merchant to lower level of
the Balmora Mages Guild.

3888 Mournhold Clockmaker
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4335 Barabus, Nigedo 2009-05-12

Mournhold Clockmaker ____________________ A mod by
Barabus & Nigedo Requires Morrowind 1.6.1820 with

both Bloodmoon and Tribunal expansion packs. Version
1.0 - 5 January 2004 Original artwork created by

Barabus Or...

3885 Morrowind1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4961 Unknown 2009-05-12
creates one potion, alters one cell: West Gnash -3,-1,

creates 12 spells, creates one NPC merchant placed in
the altered cell apparently to sell the potions and the

spells

3884 Morrowind's Riches
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12823 SmplEffect 2008-07-21

Ever notice that whenever you want to sell something
in Morrowind, merchants seem to have barely any

money at all? Sure it is no problem at the start of the
game, but it becomes an issue further on because no

merchant has enough gold to buy the items you acquire
from your annual trips to dungeons...

3881 Morrowind Body Guard Mod
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11106 Mr. Moose 2007-03-01 Creates a body guard shop in balmora.

3879 Morrowash v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14856 Elynda, Pekka 2013-07-03 Adds cleaning and laundry items to the game . A shop
can be found in the Trade hall of Mournhold .



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3878 MoreBalmora No.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5062 Way UnCool 2009-05-12

Way Uncool's More Balmora No.1}{\f1\fs20 V.1
Bloodmoon and Tribunal required!! Installing: Unzip
"More Balmora No.1" to you Data Files folder in the

Morrowind directory. -- In MBno.1, a trader is added to
Balm...

3869 Morag Tong Add-on v0.4
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5359 Oliver Hough 2009-05-12

To play first become the grandmaster of the Morag
Tong then talk to the guild master in balmora he will

tell you a little secret and give you a key. This mod just
adds a cellar to the balmora Morag tong guild with a
secret room which can only be opened with the right

key no shortcuts with lo...

3867 Moon Estate 2.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12953 dingosky95 2008-09-27

This is a place of profits, a house, an old school
companion, Underground farm. And much more it was
my entry in GHF modding tournament. And won best

place of business. There is alot here it was mainly
created for a new person to Morrowind to provide some

relief   and a place to stay. ...

3866 Molly Janes' Store
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-855 RWH 2009-04-06
****** Molly Janes' Store v1.0 by RWH ****** Files

required: Morrowind, Tribunal, Bloodmoon Changes to
Morrowind: I a...

3855 MMOaddict's Bosmer Hideout
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11450 MMOaddict 2007-08-14

Adds a new Marksman Tradehouse into Vvardenfell.
Inside is a level 100 archer, so don't steal anything!,

and a trader who is willing to sell some rare marksman
items...however it's not cheap. To get there, go to Hla

Oad and find the table with baskets on it. Then just
"pick up" the lucky penny an...

3850 Mini SiltStrider Express 1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14525 DonutMaster27 2012-07-20
adds an npc  named warlic ashall that travel you to
pelgiad and ebonheart also ebonheart and pelagiad

both have a siltstrider

3848 Metal Queen Boutique v3.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14859 CanadianIce,
Howndog 2013-07-12

Adds a little boutique to Dagon Fel owned by Ice &
Erica. The ladies there sell clothing, armor and wigs for

Better Bodies, Smoother Bodies and the original
Bethesda bodies.

3847 merchants
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5109 Unknown 2009-05-12 Gives 50000 gold to some merchants

3846 MentalElf's Mannequins v2.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4952
MentalElf aka

Barney
Blankenship

2009-05-12

Twenty six mannequins, ten male and sixteen female
that you can purchase from Armendra Indril, 800 gold
each. She's located just outside the Fine Clothier shop

in Balmora (Milie's Hastien's shop). You get these in the
form of a package, either named "Race" Mannequin

(the male), "Race" (female) Ma...

3845 MentalElf's Mannequins v2.05
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-9482
MentalElf aka

Barney
Blankenship

2004-04-12

Twenty six mannequins, 10 male and 16 female that you
can purchase from Armendra Indril, 800 gold each.
She's located just outside the Fine Clothier shop in

Balmora (Milie's Hastien's shop). You get these in the
form of a package, either named "Race" Mannequin

(the male), "Race" (female) Mannequi...

3844 Meldor Addon
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10616 Pjstaab 2006-06-10
This mod adds a few new items around Meldor's shop in

Balmora, nothing is overpowered or anything.
Changelog:V1 Initial Release   V2 Completely Redone

3842 Mall of Insanity
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12770 Lady Rae 2008-06-16

This is a very, very large mod (over 4Gig expanded) that
puts all of the clothes, plus a few new ones, into one
area.     You can enter the Mall by finding the purple
trap door under the Silt Strider in Ald'Rhun. Inside
there are several different stores and a few other

areas...

3839 Magical Goods v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5584 Star Boi 2011-05-11

Magical Goods v1.0 By Star Boi This is no longer beta,
and you most definitely should not encounter any

problems, however if you do, see the end of the readme
please. The mod requires both Tribunal and Bloodmoon
expansions This mod also requires that you have both ...

3838 Magical Goods Addon: Epic
Encounters 1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-4754 Star Boi 2009-05-12

This adds a host of new weapons to the game, in the
same spirit as Magical Goods 1.0 did; aka magical

weapons that look like they are enchanted, instead of
just having an enchantment, weapons fit for a mage or
sorcerer, and jewelry that would make any enchanter

proud to wear. This mod was d...

3837 Magic Staffs
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-406 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. --------------------

3835 Maar Gan Supplies v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13864 Crankgorilla 2010-02-26

An adventurer has arrived in Maar Gan and has set up
store to provide resources to explorers tackling the
wilds of the north west. Drawing on resources from
around the world, he seeks your business and your

survival.     Location: Maar Gan -3,12   Cleaned with
TESAM...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3833 LOCH Area Effect Arrows
REDUX

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-4775 Lochnarus 2009-05-12     The Elder Scrolls III           MORROWIND:   Area

Effect Arrows REDUX                *******...

3832 Living Training
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6692 etmorrowindb 2011-03-05

Guild of Fighters now give the service of live training.
Just use one of the special padded weapons and you will
be able to train armor, block and weapon safely.     The
Guilds of Balmora, Vivec and Ald-ruhn are now giving
the service for free. Just pick up one of the special...

3831 Liffey-VivecMarket compatible
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11458 estoneburner 2007-08-18

Simply moves Liffey Tavern over by the eggmine to
avoid a conflict with Vivec Market addon. Helps out the
eggminers so they won't have to walk far to get a drink

after a hard days work. This is my first attempt at
modding. I thought I should at least try to give

something back to the community th...

3826 Legendary NPCs v2.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4929 Farrp 2009-05-12

This mod adds a legendary assassin NPC that sells
many new arrows, bows, cloaks, daggers, swords, a

fletcher kit, and abilities that you can purchase. I added
a fletching kit that will allow you to create new kinds of

arrows, apply poisons to them, and add differant
arrowheads to them....

3824 Lady Grey Boutique v1.1 All
Packs

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-2157 Pozzo 2009-04-24

Travel to Maar Gan; raised on a hill you will see the
Boutique, near the Andus Trade House. The Shipmaster

is on the east side of Molag Mar.

3820 Killgore's Home Furnishings,
Re-Release

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11219 Killgore Killack 2007-05-02

"This is a large store in Vivec that has furniture, plants,
and toys. It also features such things as sitting NPCs

and cups of water. There are also such things as
magical swords, and finally your charactor can relieve

himself with a functioning toilet. That and more in
Killgore's Home Furnishing...

3818 Khuul Expansion v1.4
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13169 Crankgorilla 2009-01-13

Khuul Expansion adds new stores and NPC. Many new
items are available for purchase. A home in the form of
a lighthouse is attainable and includes a return home
ring. Some of the stores and sights.... - The Potters
Shack. A store stocking many assorted decorative

items. A select...

3815 Kayla's Knick-Knacks
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7111 Qarl 2012-07-27

This is a large collection of new meshes and textures I
created. Many are reflection mapped (shiny), some

have animated particle effects like candles with flame,
and magical orbs with sparklies inside. The purpose of
this mod is two-fold. One application is for the players,

while the o...

3814 Kalimer Trade House
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11807 kalikut 2012-11-10

Cleaned and tested, this is a plugin that includes
new/edited items (armor, clothing, Kalimer lore) for

sale at the Kalimer Trade House. This plugin requires
both Tribunal and Bloodmoon expansions and is

dependent on the Kalimer BB2_2 Race download. Let
me repeat: If you want to ru...

3813 Kadkatadeas Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7068 Sabregirl 2012-07-26

This is a shop mod - including capes, wearable wings,
vests and a unique sash. It focuses mainly on BB2 males
and non-endowed females as found in my race mods. A
pharlan NPC sells the clothes/armor and the shop is in

Tel Aruhn. ** Visit the website for more up to date
information:

3811 Javelins Full
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-895 Unknown 2009-04-06 just go to suran to buy javelins

3804 Imported oddities
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13054 Deathstalker13 2008-11-30

Adds new merchant to game selling scripted items.
New items include bows that restock arrows, belt that
restocks bombs, drums that summon mounts, ranged

cast-on strike wands, and more. Most of these items are
rather expensive, so it gives experienced players a good

reason to return to Seyda Neen....

3803 Imperial Tradehouse v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15139 CryptsOfTheDead 2014-01-07

The biggest beef I've had since I began playing
Morrowind, is there are no places that sell entire sets of
Imperial Armor, and as far as I know, there is no place

which sells the Imperial Skirt and Belt. You can get
"common" copies, but that's it. It also annoyed me that

there are no s...

3802 Imperial Tradehouse v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5844 CryptsOfTheDead 2011-10-07

The biggest beef I've had since I began playing
Morrowind, is there are no places that sell entire sets of
Imperial Armor, and as far as I know, there is no place

which sells the Imperial Skirt and Belt. You can get
"common" copies, but that's it. It also annoyed me that

there are no s...

3801 Imperial Shield Smith v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4701 Zuldazug, Lord
Yig 2009-05-12

Khalazza Production Presents The Elder Scrolls III
MORROWIND: Imperial Shield Smith v1.0 Index: 1.

Install...

3799 Illyana
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1907 Digital_Ronin 2009-04-06
Iryanas sister in Balmora. She's a wealthy trader who
will buy even your most expensive items. Oh yes, and
better don't try to rob her, for I gave her a small but

vicious gift to prevent that... =)



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3797 House of Tapestries
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11960 HeadlessWonder 2012-11-15

***SOME TAPESTRIES CONTAIN MATURE CONTENT
AND MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR USERS UNDER

THE AGE OF 14.*** This plugin adds a shop just inside
the north entrance of Caldera that sells 200 tapestries
in a variety of genres. It also adds books in which you

can see a corresponding thumbnail of ...

3796 House of Spears v3.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14940 Nazz 2013-08-27

Plugin only. No readme. Nazz's House of Spears adds
new spears (including throwing spears) to new shops in
Suran and Gnaar Mok, and to item levelled lists. Withut

the required models and texture this plugin will not
work properly

3795 House of Spears 3.0 Fix
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15649 Pseron Wyrd 2018-08-04
A patch for the House of Spears 3.0 plugin which adds
a 'DragonLance' model & makes it compatible with the

Suran Archery Tradehouse mod.

3794 House of Spears
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15084 Nazz 2013-12-05

Several new enchanted versions of original spears 1
new artifact spear ("The Spirit of the Ashlands") and 1
new shop in Gnaar Mok that sells all this stuff except

for the artifact. 2 Retextured spears, glass and
sapphire. 2 New Spear models done by the great

Proudfoot, Gypsum and A...

3793 House of Mannequins v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7016 Grumblepunk 2012-07-24

This plug-in adds multiple varieties of armor wearing
and weapon wielding mannequins to Morrowind. You

can find them at the House of Mannequins in Vivec, St.
Delyn Waistworks. Current varieties include: *Wooden -
Male/Female - Human, Elven, Khajiit, Argonian *Racial -

Male/Fem...

3792 Holly and Ivy's Holiday
Shoppe

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12427 Westly 2007-12-13

Procyon Nigilius in the Mage's Guild in Sadrith Mora,
Wolverine Hall has come into the ownership of a most
wonderous and mystical object; a crystal snow globe
that contains within a pocket dimension of snow and
ice. There within the frozen crystal one will find the

hospitality of Holly and Ivy's ...

3789 Hilomars Imports
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5063 Avatar 2009-05-12
Adds a shop to Pelagiad, has 84 new books, and some

other misc. equipment. Credits to The Imperial Library
for suppling the test. Shop is on the right side of the

wall, at the entrace to the keep.

3785 Herb's Smoke Hut
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13712 GhostKing 2009-10-25

This is a gameplay enhancement mod intendended to
bring purpose to the pipes and herbs found within TES
III: Morrowind. The mod allows you to smoke the herbs
Bittergreen and Chokeweed by using pipes bongs and

papers. Which, are available at Herb's Smoke Hut,
located in Suran near the silt strider...

3784 HelmofSongs
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4767 Sean Robertson 2009-05-12

A new shop is now open in the lower waistworks of the
Vivec Foreign Quarter, run by a Bosmer smith named
Kirandas. His stock features many rare weapons and
armor, including Helmets of Song, which play music

when equipped.

3783 Heavens Lookout
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-2403 Andy 2009-04-24

Heaven's Lookout V.1 Author: Andy! email:
Andyguy2000@hotmail.com Requirements: Morrowind

III: The Elder Scrolls, Tribunal, Bloodmoon & Better
Bodies Credits & thanks: Hellwolve: script work

Daduke: rings & amulets Big_Feef & C...

3782 Heaven's Lookout v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12218 Andy! aka
Andyguy 2013-02-19

This mod adds a unique fortress to Morrowind. It is
located high above Vvardenfell and can only be reached

through a magical ring found ontop of the Northern
Balmora guard tower. The fortress contains two shops,

which sell weapons, sheaths, wings and clothes for
Better Bodies.

3781 Heaven's Lookout v0.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-988 Andy! 2009-04-06

This mod adds a unique fortress to Morrowind. It is
located high above Vvardenfell and can only be reached

through a magical ring found ontop of the Northern
Balmora guard tower. The fortress contains two shops,

which sell weapons, sheaths, wings and clothes for
Better Bodies.

3779 Happy Guar Stables
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1741 Unknown 2009-04-06 No Readme

3777 Guild Guide
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6713 etmorrowindb 2011-03-25

Adds a Guild Guide service to the faction of the
Imperial Legion and the Almsivi Temple.     The new

Guild Guides, as their counterpart in the Mages Guild,
are Mysticism experts that transfer in a instant the

player near another Guild Guide for a fee.

3776 GuarCaravaners
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12631 Rimrunner 2008-03-29 Travel assist mod:   Offers convenient travel by guar
train between Balmora, Pelagiad and Vivec

3773 GS_Cyrodiil Merchants
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10797 Gianluca 2006-09-16

3772 grims shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4734 richthofen 2009-05-12 This mod adds a new shop in Seyda Neen You are
Welcome to E-mail me comments



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3770 GRENADES
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4692 Unknown 2009-05-12

Grenades Readme:
Installation;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

just put the esp in the data files dir. of your game and
cxheck it off!

PLAYING::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pretty straig...

3769 Gregs Storage
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4713 Dark Fusion
Enterprises 2009-05-12

README Greg's Storage v1.1 TO INSTALL 1.Place
plug-in in data files in morrowind directory. TO PLAY
1.Go to shack behind Pellecia Aurrus's house in Ald
Ruhn. Licensed Product Of Dark Fusion Enterprises

3767 Gra'ka's Arms Emporium
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13429 Nera 2009-05-20
What is it?: Adds a shop near the front gate to Balmora
  that has a LOT of weapons, along with one of my own
creations.     stats of the new weapon added:     Shock

Stick:     Weight: 13.00   Health: 2000

3766 Gothic Attire v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5659 Qarl 2011-07-27

A collection of 43 Gothic and fetish attire. This is my
first attempt at clothing retexturing. Rather than just

dump everything in a barrel,I decided to make it a little
bit more interesting. To get to where you need to go, Go
to the outskirts of Caldera at the edge of the mountains

to a small "b...

3765 Gothic Attire Complete v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11427 Qarl, Cenobite 2007-08-07

The final collection of Gothic Attire clothing. This mod
contains all of the female armor and female clothing

from: - Gothic Attire - Gothic Attire 2 - The
Underground - The Underground 2 Now compacted into

1 mod for your convenience! (Contains no cloth...

3764 Goth Shop in Cyrodiil
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10798 Gianluca 2006-09-16

I'm honored to proudly announce that a new Goth Shop
has been opened in Cyrodiil.     I have done this mod

with AlienSlof's fully permission.   Only Alien Slof must
be credited for all the incredible stuff you could find in

the shop....I'm just honored to can open t...

3763 Goggles v2.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5830 Smite_Plight
a.k.a. Biagio Virde 2011-10-07

Goggles 2.0 by Smite_Plight a.k.a. Biagio Virde ------------
-- Disclaimer: If your wearing goggles you are probably

expecting something bad to happen. I take no
resposibility for any damage or inconvenience caused

by attempting to use this m...

3751 Ghorak Manor Vaults
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-301 Drapskind 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

3750 Gem Seller 0730
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4716 Neuromancer 2009-05-12     The Elder Scrolls III           MORROWIND:               
Gem Seller              �...

3745 Foreign Quarters General
Trader

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-14077 Maal-95 2010-09-07

The Foreign Quarters General Trader mod adds a
general trader to the Lower Wasteworks in the Foreign
Quarters of Vivec.     I intended this General Trader to

be well stocked, however while he has a large selection,
he sells mostly junk. I gave him a pretty large sum of

money ...

3735 Famous Paintings v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12384 Mighty Joe Young 2013-03-29

Go to seyda-neen at the first bridge on the house there
is a door that goes to the basement there is a room full

of paintings, by micheal angelo, leonardo, raphael,
rambrendt. also the 7 ancient wonders of the world are

there also. "63 paintings in all" to put in your house,
buy it from the shope...

3733 Face Down Daggers
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-819 Unknown 2009-04-06

This mod adds daggers that are facing down, instead of
up, like normal. There is a face down version of every
kind of shortsword except for keening, and enchanted

shortswords. There is an argonian by the name of
Dagger-Points-Down in The Rat In The Pot in Ald-Ruhn

who sells ...

3732 Extra Trader
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14051 M'iaq the Liar 2010-08-24

Adds a trader to Seyda Neen meant to give a starting
assassin or thief some more gear. Hope it isn't

unbalanced. Please provide plenty of feedback and
constructive criticism as this is my first mod that I'm

uploading. Enjoy, Cheers :) Changelog:v1.0-Initial
release   ...

3730 Exotics Boutique v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4764 Tommy Khajiit,
Various 2009-05-12

STORY This plugin brings the Exotics Boutique "Pour la
Guerrière" to Vvardenfell. The Exotics Boutique "Pour

la Guerrière" is located just outside Vos. Three tenants,
Calendria of ShallowReap, her sister Faylynn Gren of

ShallowReap and Adiemus. All three tenants are...

3729 Exotics Boutique v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4740 Tommy Khajiit,
Various 2009-05-12

STORY This plugin brings the Exotics Boutique "Pour la
Guerrière" to Vvardenfell. The Exotics Boutique "Pour

la Guerrière" is located just outside Vos. Three tenants,
Calendria of ShallowReap, her sister Faylynn Gren of

ShallowReap and Adiemus. All three tenants are...

3728 Esteredes
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3714 Unknown 2009-05-12 Trader somewhere in the sewers of Vivec - no other info
provided.
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3727 Enmesharra's Tapestry Shop v
1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11965 Enmesharra 2012-11-15

This mod adds a shop that sells 46 different tapestries
with based on the artwork of Pre-Raphaelite artists.

Once purchased you can place these tapestries
anywhere you like. Just put it on the ground below

where you want it. It will automatically position itself to
the proper hight for a small si...

3722 Elegant Shawls Fixed
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5810 joetheimperial 2011-10-06 ___________                         The Elder Scrolls III              
               MORROWIND: ...

3715 Dwemer Contraband v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13085 Hive Master 2008-12-15

This is version 1.2 of the Dwemer Contraband mod for
The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind. The purpose of this

mod is to make the game put it's money where it's
mouth is where Dwemer items are concerned. The vast
majority of vendors will not deal with you if you have

Dwemer items in your inventory, w...

3710 Dremora Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13447 Quintessence 2009-06-01

This mod adds a dremora merchant next to the
Zergonipal shrine south of Rotheran and NNE of Red

Mountain in the ashlands. He is the only merchant who
sells the two rarest daedric items in the game: daedric
arrows and darts. He even has more money than the

mudcrab merchant!

3709 Dremora Lord Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12508 Faalen 2008-02-04

To upgrade from a previous version, just overwrite the
old esp and ignore the error messages when loading.    
--------------     This mod is an attempt to bring adventure
back into Bethesda's   concept of creature merchants. I

feel that Creeper...

3708 Drakken Armor Shoppe (hi-
rez)

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-15070 onerail78 2013-12-03

Drakken Armor Shoppe is a new store located south of
Ebonheart that sells several new female armors and 3

new weapons made by the inhabitants of the mysterious
Isle of Drakken. This is a teaser/sampler for the main
mod I'm working on, Isle of Drakken. This is the high

resolution textures ver...

3707 Dragon's Lair
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10374 Lady Rae 2006-01-26
The short version:   A playable race - Dragon (female
only)   A store - in an ice pyramid - in Solstheim by

Kaargstag Castle   Enjoy!     ------------ -----

3700 DR Genie
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5088 Darryl Riser 2009-05-12

D'Jinn Bottle Amulet by Darryl Riser
darryl@drakhan.com This mod adds a amulet to the
Census Office in Seyda Neen. You'll find it when you

pick the lock on the small chest on the bookshelf. I got
tired of being over encumbered in dungeons and having

to ei...

3699 Doob's House
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-93 Unknown 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

3698 Donna's Paintings v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12383 Donna aka
Ysmene 2013-03-29

Head to the Hlaalu Waistworks in Vivec. The art gallery
is located in one of the long side hallways. All of the

paintings are on disply so you can look before you buy.
No, you can not steal them since the display paintings
are set as activators. All the paintings can be bought

from the art galler...

3691 Deaths Doorstep V2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4697 Rogue_Shadow 2009-05-12 ------------------                           Death's Doorstep V.2          
       ...

3690 Deaths Doorstep
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4706 Rogue_Shadow 2009-05-12 ------------------                           Death's Doorstep V.1          
       ...

3689 Death's Doorstep Add-on
Patched (Optimised 2012)

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11708 Rogue Shadow,

phijama 2012-09-20

This mod adds ancient ruins to the penninsula north of
Gnsis. Upon entering, you will find ghostly denizens of
an ancient city, many quests, and a Shop Owner who
deals in evil and dark weapons, armor, clothes and

more. This mod is taylored for darker characters, but
"normal" and "holy" characters...

3686 Dave Humphrey's Furniture
Store v2.01

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-7264 Dave Humphrey,

Erstam 2012-08-21

This plugin adds over 400 furniture items that you can
pick up and move, allowing you to completely alter your

own house layout while in the game... the only thing
you gotta find is an empty house (now supplied as well).
Items include all the typical house furnishings (tables,

chairs, beds, etc.....

3685 DarkCloud
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-104 DarkCloud 2009-04-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from Gamer's
Roam after the site's closure. No information was

included, so this note containing some basic
information about the mod has been added as a

courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

3683 Dark Leather Attire
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14360 Nightmirror 2011-08-23

This mod sets up the armor from Illy's Dark Sisterhood
mod as its own armor instead of replacing the Dark

Brotherhood armor with it. It's called Dark Leather now
and the sunglasses are called Shades. Everything is for

sale at a new shop set up in Sadrith Mora near the
slave pods. Also included fo...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3682 Dark Baron's Robes v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1490 Dark Baron 2009-04-06

*****What this mod does...***** ------ This mod places a
shop in Dagon Fel, just on the west side on the wayh

walking out of town. You wiull be able to purchase the
robes there for a heft price! Robes are expensive

because of the rarity of them, they are o...

3681 Damascus's Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14363 Slaanesh the
Corruptor 2011-09-17

Damascus's Shop          By Slaanesh The Corruptor      
==Table of Contents==   1)Sumary   2)Installation  

3)Credits   4)Contact   5)ChangeLog   ===  ...

3680 Dagon Fel Shops
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4768 Unknown 2009-05-12

This mod adds 2 new shops to Dagon Fel. I thought that
a town like Dagon Fel with ruins around it would have

more shops for those loot hunters that would come
through but there seems to only be a trader so what I
did was put in a Alchemist and a Smith, I got sick of

having to go some place else f...

3678 Crusaders of Tamriel
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10360 grVulture 2006-01-20

This is for all the people who liked the Crusader set by
Khan Raider, but don't want the original steel helm,

steel shield and Chrysamere sword being replaced.    
Additionally, it will built a small Crusader shop in

Ebonheart, which sells Crusader and Imperial(Roman)
Armor m...

3677 Creeper Gold
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14418 PetarRaven 2012-01-11 The mod adds more gold to Creeper and new services.

3676 Creature Mounts v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4012 Cosades 2009-05-12
This MOD adds an NPC just Northwest of Seyda Neen

who will sell you full body mounts of almost any
creature in Morrowind to do with as you please.

3675 Craigor's Gold Armor
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12055 Craigor 2012-11-25
-------- Craigor's Gold Armor Version 1 -------- Contents: 1.

Description 2. What's Included 3. Armor In-game 4.
Credits 5. Usage --------- ...

3674 Consignment Chests
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10675 Rex Little 2006-07-15

Puts consignment chests in several of the weapons and
armor shops in Balmora, Vivec and Mournhold.  A

player can put expensive weapons or armor in one of
these chests, and the merchant will buy them while the
player is away.  For every full day the player does not

enter the shop, the me...

3672 CM Cutthroat Armory
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7033 Cutthroat Mods 2012-07-25

This mod combines all of the retexturing mods created
by Mark Quinn of Cutthroat Mods and adds them to the

Cutthroat Armory, a new armorer just west of Seyda
Neen. This relieves the overstock situation for poor

Arrille, the trader in Seyda Neen, and provides a one
stop shop for all your armor and...

3671 Cloak and Dagger
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-7151 MagicNakor 2012-08-02

This plugin adds a plethora of clothing and armor to the
game, as well as a few weapons. It adds 3 new

shopkeepers to the world - all with unique dialogue for
any topic you may ask of them. One is in Vivec; one in
Pelagiad, and one in Ald'ruhn. It also adds a new hood

me...

3663 Chascoda's Java Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6622 Chascoda 2010-11-28

Adds a Java Shop to Balmora.  They are located near
the Pawnbroker area.     It is run by Ajav the Khajiit.
 She sells coffees and teas which manipulate real-life

and Morrowind effects, such as coffee makes you hyper,
and some teas will cure diseases and the like. &...

3660 Chani Balmora Vendor
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15270 Mojodajojo 2014-10-05

Name: Chani Balmora Vendor Author: Mojodajojo
Thanks: to whomever wants 'em 1: Requirements 2:
Description 3: Installation / Uninstallation 4: Version

History / Bug Fixes 5: Incompatibilities 6: Legal -----------
----...

3659 Chainmail Armor Merchant
V1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-722 ReflectioN 2009-04-06

The Elder Scrolls III  MORROWIND: == Chainmail
Armor Merchant Version 1.0 == by ReflectioN
(reflection_nl@yahoo.com)                1. Desc...

3657 CH91 Pirates
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13417 Kodman91 2009-05-17
CH91 Pirates.   By KodMan91@CH91 Studios.    

Installation.   Extract the esp's into your morrowind
data files forlder.   Run morrowind   Click "Data Files"  

Check the CH91Pirates.esp   Have fun:P    ...

3656 Carnithus' Armamentarium
Complete

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12153 Carnithus 2013-02-01

Description: This is the "complete" version of Carnithus’
Armamentarium for those wishing to start a new game
or have never installed the mod before. It combines the
original Carnithus' Armamentarium, as well as Addon I
and Addon II. The Armamentarium is now located in the

Molag Amur region...

3655 Carnithus Armamentarium
Tribunal ESP

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1593 Carnithus 2009-04-06

Carnithus Armentarium is a shop in the Mournhold
Bazaar which sells armor, weapons, wings, skirts, neck
wraps, clothes, skins, masks, jewelry, liquor, blood... a
whole lot of stuff all for sale at a reasonable price. This
is an alternate ESP for players who only have Tribunal,

the full mod must b...
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3652 Cantonmarkt (German Mod)
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11584 Ygdra, Pam 2007-10-08

This is a plug-in for the German version of Morrowind,
which adds some merchants within Vivec.     In Vivec

sind nun neue fahrende Haendler, die einigen
Armschmuck und andere kleine Dinge verkaufen.
Anfangs sind die Verkaeufer auf der Bruecke zum

Fremdenviertel, sie wandern j...

3650 Candle Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4742 Raylin 2009-05-12

====== Candle Shop Mod V.1.0 Author: Raylin
raylin_master@hotmail.com Homepage:

www.freewebs.com/raylinscorner ====== Requires:
Morrowind.esm only. *If the information you are

lookin...

3649 Cali's Opticians
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12751 Calislahn 2008-06-03

*This Mod requires Better Bodies to work as intended.*
    The glasses were made for me by Regan to go with
my custom head, but due to some interest in glasses I
decided to release them as both a playable mod and a

resource.     Playable Mod Version  ...

3648 Caldera Marksman Empourim
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10780 Centurion_Spider 2006-09-02
This mod adds a rather large store for marksman skills.
it sells almost any marksman item. it is located near the

smithy in caldera.     Was done by request for:
"LostInFangorn"

3647 Buy B or W
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5058 Nevermore 2009-05-12
Buy diffrent strength bears from Troy Mos in Fort

Frostmoth. Also leads to 2 quests. After one you can
buy wolves from him.

3646 BulkHerb
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4733 Unknown 2009-05-12

PlugIn: BulkHerb.esp Description: Provide vendors
which sell unlimited quanities of alchemy reagents.
How-to-use: 1. Copy BulkHerb.esp to into directory

"Morrowind\Data Files". 2. Insert Morrowind CD and
wait for autorun's launch menu. 3. Click "Data Files"

on...

3644 Buckmoth outdoor smith v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-8065 Steven Moors 2003-08-08 This little mod adds a smith to the courtyard of Fort
Buckmoth, has a few thngs to sell

3643 Buckmoth outdoor smith v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14653 Steven Moors 2013-04-24

This Plugin adds 1 NPC (smith) named Seymour Butts.
He owns a stall in the exterior of Buckmoth legion fort.
1 New banner using existing banner for the stall. You
WILL need bloodmoon. You will probably also need

tribunal. See readme for more details

3641 Bridgewater Blacksmith v1.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13915 Crankgorilla 2010-04-10

A place to stop in and shop in Ebonheart, best suited to
early characters close to being straight off the boat.

Features include Dreugh and Newtscale armour sets by
Quorn and a selection of shields by Georgius Septim.    

An early mod that was used by myself to learn how
armo...

3636 Blood Moon Vendor
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15269 Mojodajojo 2014-10-05
Name: Blood Moon Vendor Author: Mojodajojo Thanks:
to whomever wants 'em 1: Requirements 2: Description
3: Installation / Uninstallation 4: Version History / Bug

Fixes 5: Incompatibilities 6: Legal ------------------...

3631 Black Market v0.1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-14631 Mode_Locrian 2013-04-16

The economy in Vvardenfell is a bit odd, to say the
least.  At a certain point in every character's

progression, it becomes impossible to sell the items
that one acquires while adventuring at anywhere near

their value, without resorting to Creeper and/or the
Mudcrab.  This is both ...

3614 Belladonna for Sale
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-6783 FrostDust 2011-08-17
The Solstheim merchants Alcedonia Amnis (Raven

Rock), Sathyn Andrano (Raven Rock) and Bronrod the
Roarer (Skall Village) now have Ripened Belladonna

Berries for sale. Changelog:1.0 - Initial release

3613 Beldorv1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4944 OneT 2009-05-12

Beldors Library v1 Anyways this is my first mod did it
mostly as a way of learning the ropes took about two

afternoons to make. just adds another room to Meldors
Armory in Belmora that has one NPC with heeps of cash

(500000) to buy those expensive ite...

3607 BalmoraFletcher 0810
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4745 Hemix 2009-05-12
"Balmora Fletcher" Version 1.04 Created By: Hemix E-
Mail: Hemix311@aol.com --- This mod adds a building

in Balmora near the Temple with a fletcher named Sara
Sanguine. She sells ar...

3605 Balmora Upgrade
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15447
Unknown
Hungarian

Modder
2016-02-02

Balmora Upgrade Extras : Milie Hastien : Fine Clothier
Nalcarya of White Haven : Fine Alchemist Ra'Virr :

Trader + Decorator Balmora, Guild of Fighters : Smith

3603 Balmora Trader Market v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12357 NinjaOcean 2013-03-20

Creates a marketplace at north end of Balmora on the
east bank of the river close to the northern bridge. This
is a another mod from Ocean that shows what can be
achieved with a little patience and attention to detail.

Here what Ocean has to say.. If you are still running the
Challenge...

3602 Balmora Soul Gem Merchant
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15268 Janson Fyther /
Bille Maze 2014-10-05

Balmora Soul Gem Merchant Created By: Janson
Fyther/Bille Maze Version: 1.0 (final). - Description:

Adds a High Elf Soul Gem merchant to the Mages Guild
...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3599 Balmora Marksman Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10778 Centurion_Spider 2006-09-01

This mod Adds a useful & neat ranging store in
balmora, located above Casius Cosades house.  When
you first enter the store do not judge the weapons on
first sight.  I thought that there shoud be more then

stars & knifes. This store is the only place you can buy
these useful items. (and...

3598 Balmora Marketplace v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12356 Jonathan Wesley 2013-03-20

Creates a marketplace as north end of Balmora on the
east bank of the river close to the northern bridge. This
is a nice mod from Jonathan that captures the spirit of
the game well, and which fits into the Balmora 'scene'

very well. Here are Jonathan's comments.. This is...

3597 Balmora Marketplace
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13903 Jonathan Wesley 2010-03-31

This is my first ever mod for Morrowind so I hope you
don't judge me too harshly. I have added  a small

market place to Balmora near Caius' house and added
some NPC's to wander the stall. Jiub from the very

begining of the game makes a return here as a
merchant and there is also a tiki bar. ...

3596 Balmora Market Stall
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4756 Unknown 2009-05-12           The Elder Scrolls III               MORROWIND:     
Balmora Market Stall Plugin           ...

3595 Balmora Market
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15511 The Helm? 2017-07-23
The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND: Balmora Market
Plugin Index: 1. Installation 2. Playing the Plugin 3.

Discription<...

3594 Balmora Lock Pick and Probe
Merchant

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-15267 Janson Fyther /

Bille Maze 2014-10-05
Balmora Lockpick and Probe Merchant Created By:

Janson Fyther/Bille Maze Version: 1.0 (final). -
Description: Adds an Imperial Lockpick and Probe

merchan...

3593 Balmora Grocery v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-15193 Denina 2014-02-13

Basically, this adds a grocer in Balmora behind Hlaalo
Manor selling various food items, inspired by

Morrowind Crafting by Drac and Toccatta.
***Morrowind Crafting 2.1 is required.*** There is a
version of this mod that is compatible with Balmora

Expanded included in this download packa...

3584 Balmora Candle Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13094 Nathaniel 2008-12-18

Adds a shop near the Balmora Temple and Alchemist,
on the West Side of town. In it is a man who sells every
light in the game with an infinite stock, as well as soul
gems up to greater. Each light in the game is displayed
in the shop for display. Useful for a number of reasons.

In tu...

3583 Balmora Adventurers
Nightclub v1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12995 Crankgorilla 2008-10-29

Balmora Adventurers Nightclub 2008     By
Crankgorilla     Location: Along the riverside in

Balmora.     Adds a nightclub with the idea of it being a
gritty type of place. With a bit of seedy crime.    

Credits...

3582 Balmora Adon 1
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10859 Navolathaine 2006-10-23

Ever wanted to make your own enchanted scrolls well
now you can by going to the new stall above the smith

in balmora to buy Unenchanted scrolls with high
enchant ratings.     Adds stair case behind the smith in
balmora to get atop the store and find a new stall that

sells une...

3579 Bal Fell Alchemist v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-3662 RWH 2010-10-21
----------------- Bal Fell Alchemist Version 1.0 -----------------
[color=#ff0000]Files required: Morrowind, Tribunal,

and Bloodmoon[/color] Changes to Morrowind:
Changed some external lands...

3578 Bal Fell Alchemist v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12370 RWH 2013-03-25

Bal Fell Alchemist, Bealus Mlorvuu comes to you from
Elswyr, a noted and reputable alchemist settling down
in a humble dwelling in Morrowind. He is a master of
alchemy and has 26 new drinks to sell you, all costing
less than 100 Gold appropriately. He creates his own

soups, broths, lozenges and d...

3577 Bad Karma Clothing Vendor
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5713 Bad Karma 2011-10-02
                  The Elder Scrolls III MORROWIND:              
      Bad Karma Clothing Vendor by BadKarma Version

...

3571 Athas Rare Arms
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4755 Athas 2009-05-12 ******        THE ELDER SCROLLS III        Morrowind    
   _______________        Athas Rare Arms ******   �...

3569 Assassin's Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4724 darkpaladine6 2009-05-12
Assassin's Shop --------------- designed by: darkpaladine6
(darkpaladine6@yahoo.com) Installation:        Same as
always just put the file into your resources file in your

Morrowind Folder What you get:        I ...

3568 Asian Pack 2: Kimonos, Heads
and Hair v1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1420 redwoodtreesprite 2009-04-06

Adds nine new womens Kimonos: 5 pastel colors and 4
dark, rich satin colors, and Karstux's tabi. Two hard-to-
find asian heads are included: TM-256's beautiful Asian
Head (plus MotokiMO's beautiful Redguard retexture),
and pantherx's lovely Asian Wood Elf retexture of one

of Rhedd's Dark Elf heads...

3567 Ashlanders Armory v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-1668 Ghoul 2009-04-06
Alot of new stuff and a new Merchant to Seyda Neen!

Armored Pants, Ashlanders Armor, Chainmail, Ash Staff
and alot of more!



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3565 Arthmoor's Morrowind
Merchants v1.0

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-12241 Arthmoor 2013-02-25

A simple, yet surprisingly useful little mod. Adds 3
merchants to the game. One in Balmora, one in

Solstheim at Fort Frostmoth, and one in Mournhold.
The Frostmoth merchant will move to Raven Rock when

it's built. Each one has approximately 50,000 gold on
hand in order to be able to buy what...

3564 Armor shop of Narthel the
Garthak

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-15303 William ReMine 2014-12-11

Narthel the Garthak collects and sells rare armors. On
display in his showroom are ten exceptional sets of

armor ranging from stylish to exotic to foreboding. They
are for sale, and they are suitably expensive. This plug-

in is a merger of armor modules made originally by
Sniper Daria (Japanese Ar...

3562 Area Effect Arrows XB Edition
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10944 Xeth-Ban 2006-12-24

3561 Appoldro Weapons Store
version 2.04, missing textures

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1806 Tommy Khajiit 2009-04-06 2 Weapon textures for Appoldro Weapons Store version

2.04

3560 Appoldro Weapons Store
v2.04

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-4753 Tommy Khajiit 2009-05-12

STORY This plugin adds a weaponstore to the city of
Suran. The tenants, an imperial couple, offer a

collection of unique retextured versions of the original
Morrowind weapons. Because they're just starting their

business their collection is not very large. However
they will try to expand the...

3559 Appoldro Weapons Store v
2.03 Axe add-on

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-1837 Tommy Khajiit 2009-04-06

STORY This plugin adds a weaponstore to the city of
Suran. The tenants, an imperial couple, offer a

collection of unique retextured versions of the original
Morrowind weapons. Because they're just starting their

business their collection is not very large. However
they will try to expand the...

3558 Appoldro Weapons Store 2.01
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-2129 Tommy Khajiit 2009-04-06

This plugin adds a weaponstore to the city of Suran.
The tenants, an imperial couple, offer a collection of
unique retextured versions of the original Morrowind
weapons. Because they're just starting their business

their collection is not very large. However they will try
to expand their assortme...

3557 Appoldro Weapons Store -
Fixed Levelled Lists v2.04b

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-11007 Tommy Khajiit,

Dragon32 2007-01-21

This plugin adds a weaponstore to the city of Suran
offering a collection of unique weapons and armours.
This download is a modified version of the original by

TommyKhajiit, the main alteration being to the way that
levelled lists are changed by this mod. TommyKhajiit's

original used...

3555 AlleywayTrader
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4732
Cerpher aka
Christopher

Forlines
2009-05-12

This is an alleyway trader mod that places a door in the
alleyway between the mages and fighter's guild and the
houses on the west side of the Odai River in Balmora.
The guy has 50000 and sells illegal Dwarven artifacts

and Deadric weapons and misc items.

3553 Alex's Magic Shop v1.0
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-12338
Werecroc aka
Werecrocodile

aka Alex
2013-03-15

Alex's Magic Shop This mod places a shop in Balmora
which includes: Staffs ranging from the death staff

which has two uses before it needs to be recharged to
lightning,fire etc which do even amounts of damage,

Magic Arrows, a bow, and a dagger, and Magic
Clothing, and light a...

3552 Alex's Magic Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13402 Alex 2009-05-08

Alex's Magic Shop     This mod places a shop in Balmora
which includes:   Staffs ranging from the death staff

which has two uses before it needs to be recharged to
lightning,fire etc which do even amounts of damage,  

Magic Arrows, a bow, and a dagger, �...

3551 Alea's Floating Emporium
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5723 Lady Rae 2011-10-02

Alea's Floating Emporium by Lady Rae ------------------
Version 1.009435645ish A few purely cosmetic changes

in the store. If you like the way it looks, no need to
download this one. -------------------- A bunch of clothes - all

of which are male/fem...

3546 Ald Velothi: End of the world
bakery

Stores
and

Merchants
MMH 80-13153 saltmummy626 2009-01-09

wow, two mods in one day? this mod is the next in a
series of mods that add life and good stuff to Ald

velothi. this bit adds a bakery called the "End of the
world bakery" to the east side of Ald velothi. special
thanks to crankgorilla for pointing out mighty joe's

modders resource, and to mighty...

3545 Ald Velothi Winery
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13166 saltmummy626 2009-01-12

The Ald Velothi Winery, sells a few wines for you
distiguished people out there. this mod adds on to the

small fishing town of Ald Velothi. this is the next
installment in my series of mods to liven up Ald Velothi.
the Winery is a bit bare, but still, a nice place to go and

taste some wine and lo...

3544 Ald Velothi travel links
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13146 saltmummy626 2009-01-07

this mod adds travel links from khuul and gnisis to Ald
Velothi. originaly a made to compliment my house boat
mod, i decided to make this mod worth downloading by
adding a customs office nearby the gnisis dock. the nice

dunmer lady in khuul grants passage to Ald velothi
along with the other place...



Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

3543 Ald velothi outdoor market
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13151 saltmummy 2009-01-09

REQUIRES MY TRAVEL LINKS MOD!!!     this mod
adds three stores to the small fishing village of Ald

velothi. the stores are, a fishmonger, a clothier, and a
smith. they add a little more life to this otherwise

boring town. also this mod acts as a fix for my travel
links mod by...

3541 Ald Velothi bookstore
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13172 saltmummy626 2009-01-15

at the last minute i decided it would take too long to get
brand spankin new stories, so i went ahead with this

anyway. im happy at how it turned out.     this mod adds
a bookstore called "under the arch" to the eastern side

of Ald Velothi. its under that stone arch over ther...

3539 Alchemist Shop
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-5736 Spirited Treasure 2011-10-03

Sick and tired of hunting for Exclusive and Quality
potions? Down to your last soul gem and no way to get
another without consoling it in? Well then! Come to the
Alchemist Shop. A simple shop in Pelagiad. The heads

of the females are textured by myself, Spirited
Treasure. ...

3538 Alakazar's Lamp
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-13323 Westly 2009-03-18

This plugin adds several year's worth of modding  
goodness that I have been holding back (due to my  
perfectionist nature, sadly). And yet, Huzzah!;   the

content that I have been hoarding like a dragon   on a
bed of gold and jewels can at last be sha...

3533 Adventurer Clothing
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-11687 Kalikut 2012-09-16

Cleaned and tested, requires Better Bodies. This is a
collection of adventurer's clothing for males and
females of the Better Body. There are four color

variations, and these outfits can be found inside a home
northwest of Caldera. "Look outside of Caldera for a

clothier of a special ...

3531 Abnim_Retha
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-10936 Velothi 2006-12-19

This mod adds a miner outside a caved-in mine
somewhere on the isles around Seyda Neen. This miner
has in his possession all the gold of the caved in mine,

and will buy everything from you if you wish. (Has
350.000 gold).     I used all officially released mods from

Bethesda,...

3530 3S Mannequin v1.2
Stores

and
Merchants

MMH 80-4738
TheSot,

Snazelfrat,
StevenStrange

2009-05-12

Mannequins suitable for display of clothing and armor.
 Find them for sale at Clagius Clanler's in Blamora,

Jeanne's shop in the Vivec Foreign Quarter canalworks,
Tiras Sadus' in Ald'ruhn, and Verick Germain's in
Caldera, as well as various trader shops around

Morrowind.  Also find them...


